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Technical Counselor: 30 Minutes for the Health of Your Engine

The paper clip will need to be cut out with a pair of side cutters. An alternate approach to using a box cutter is to use a serrated â€œbreadâ€� knife or a hacksaw. 
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technical counselor 30 Minutes For The Health of Your Engine Oil filter inspections D I C K KOEHL E R , E A A 1 6 1 4 2 7



S



everal tools can be used to evaluate the health $100. Plans for homemade cutters are available, but of our aircraft engines, such as compression whatever you get, it must be designed for aircraft filters. checks, condition of spark plugs, oil analysis, Aircraft filters are made of much heavier steel than those and inspection of the oil filter. This month we’ll for automobiles. The attachment base is much thicker, so the cutter must cut the can about a quarter inch concentrate on oil filter inspections. The oil filter on most of the engines we use has a away from the base. You cannot use a saw, because it fine paper element that is designed to remove most will leave metal shavings in the filter element material, contaminating the results. solid contaminants just before Once you have the cutter, the oil is distributed throughout How much debris in a filter is use it to cut off the filter base the engine. It is located between from the can, following the the pump and the engine parts too much? That depends on the procedures on the cutter’s that are lubricated. history of the engine. instructions. In most cases the Both Teledyne Continental cutter works like a tubing cutter, Motors and Lycoming recommend that the filter be replaced every 50 hours or six months, with the cutting wheel making a slightly deeper cut whichever comes first, along with your oil change. To with each rotation of the filter. After several rotations, inspect the filter, you must open it with an oil filter cutter. the can will be cut all the way through. Be ready with rags or paper towels. No matter how Several models are available, with most costing around
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technical counselor much you have tried to drain the filter prior to cutting, a few ounces of oil may spill out. Once the base is cut off the can, you will find a filter element and a heavy spring that holds it in place. There may also be parts of a bypass valve. Set everything aside except the pleated filter element. The pleated paper element is attached by glue to a metal frame at both ends and is held together across one pleat with a metal clip. The paper must be cut away from the metal ends and the clip. This is not an easy task. At this point the filter will still be oily, and you cannot wash it off, since that may wash away the contaminants
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you are inspecting for, so, again, have rags available. The best way I have found to remove the paper filter from its metal frame is to cut it out with a heavy-duty box cutter. Cut the paper element just to the side of the metal frame, cutting all the way through and all the way around. The paper clip will need to be cut out with a pair of side cutters. An alternate approach to using a box cutter is to use a serrated “bread” knife or a hacksaw. Be careful not to nick the metal frame, which may knock pieces of metal into the filter. I usually lay out several layers of newspaper to absorb



excess oil and then pull the filter off the metal frame and onto the newspaper. The oil flows through the filter element from the outside to the inside so the element should be placed on the newspaper with its original outside surface up. At this point, the actual inspection begins.



The other common item you will find in the filter is chunks of carbon. These are black and can be broken between the fingernails. A small amount is normal, say a half teaspoon or less. To inspect the filter element, you will need good light, good eyes or a magnifying glass, and a magnet. Keep in mind what materials the engine is made from, and what those parts would look like if worn away and the debris got caught in the filter. The majority of the engine is made of aluminum and iron. Unfortunately flakes of either look pretty much the same, silvery particles or flakes. To identify what you have, use the magnet, which will pick up the iron but not the aluminum. Remember that the cylinder walls, rings, crankshaft, cam, tappets, gears (including oil pump), and connecting rods are iron, whereas the piston, case, oil pump body, and wrist pin plugs are usually aluminum. On the other hand, bearings and bushings are usually made of a copper alloy that has a yellow or golden color. The other common item you will find in the filter is chunks of carbon. These are black and can be broken between the fingernails. A small amount is normal, say a half teaspoon or less. Other items I have found in the filter include bits of gasket material, particularly if a mechanic used EAA Sport Aviation
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excessive amounts of RTV during assembly of the engine (usually red flakes). I have also found glass beads and sand from poorly cleaned parts during overhaul or dirt introduced during oil servicing. Another anomalous material is bits of plastic from the gasket in an oil bottle that the owner accidentally dumped into the engine while adding a quart. To get a good indication of the amount of contaminant material in a filter, you can wash out the filter in a clean container using a clear solvent such as mineral spirits. A glass or white plastic container will make the contaminants easier to see. For even closer inspection, the mineral spirits and contamination can be poured through a coffee filter, dried, and actually measured. How much debris in a filter is too much? That depends on the history of the engine. In general, you can expect to find the results of break-in in a new engine and signs of accelerated wear in an old engine. In between, you should not find much. Not much means about a quarter teaspoon of metal or less. As oil is pulled out of the sump by the oil pump it first goes through the rather coarse suction screen. This screen should also be removed and inspected during an oil/filter change, and its results similarly inspected and logged. Cutting open your oil filter is a messy job that will take at least 30 minutes, but it will provide one more bit of information on the condition of the engine. When combined with compression checks, spark plug condition, engine age, and other elements, it can help you sleep better at night. Richard Koehler has been an EAA member since 1980. He is an active airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection authorization, a commercial pilot with instrument and multiengine ratings, and a technical counselor and flight advisor. EAA Sport Aviation
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technical counselor Engine Baffles 

engine installation that had led to higher-than-normal ... the airframe portion of the engine installation. ... The combustion chamber is primarily formed by the.
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technical counselor Engine Baffles 

bottom of the pistons to help cool them, but let's get back to the air-cooling portion of this discussion. The cooling air for the engine is controlled by â€œbaffling.â€�.
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Technical Counselor: Engine Overhaul 

hours ago, so I knew the complete history and operating conditions of the engine. ... luck with rework of the cylinders at a small shop called. Harrison Engine ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: First Engine Run 

Give it time to cool between at- tempts. The traditional break-in oil for. Lycoming-style engines has been straight mineral oil, and this may still be a good choice in ...
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Technical Counselor: Control Cables 

Considering that there were about 100 aircraft owners and at least 10 airframe ... cables are subject to the stresses of direct tension, accel- eration, and shock ...
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technical counselor The Spring Warm-Up 

in a low-stress environment prior to starting the aircraft engine. Ideally, you will pull the engine through two strokes of each cylinder to assure the engine has ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Don't Scare the Deer 

is clear, retains good optical properties when molded and won't yellow or deteriorate in direct sun. .... Finish sand- ing in stages to about 220-grit. Every once in a ...
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technical counselor The Spring Warm-Up 

in a low-stress environment prior to starting the aircraft engine. Ideally, you will pull the engine through two strokes of each cylinder to ... This is because the combustion process deposits moisture and corrosive .... Step 4: Check Your Logbooks.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fix the Hardware 

exhaust attachment nuts, bolts, and studs stay in service way beyond their normal life. Most exhaust systems are made from stainless steel and usually may be ...
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Technical Counselor: Cylindersâ€“A Primer 

the Nickel + Carbide surface is around. 70. However, hardness is not the sole ... ity alloys, and new technologies to achieve both the power and reliability.
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Technical Counselor: Emergency Locator Transmitters 

ing your GPS coordinates and personal contact informa- tion. For this reason, it is mandatory to register a 406 ELT with Cospas-Sarsat. ELT Requirements for ...
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Controls for Your Engine 

I have seen everything from engine controls taken off .... You'll get everything needed to bring out a mirror-like shine in ... For more accessories, visit us online.
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Technical Counselor: Flight Control Inspection 

Pulleys, cables, ball bearings. RICHARD KOEHLER, EAA 161427. Part of an annual (condition) inspection is to ensure that the flight control system is operating ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fixing Flutter 

When I throttled back to speed, .... the Saw Millâ€� â€œMoney Has Wingsâ€� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21-36721 $15.99. Volume Six. â€œRustler On Wheelsâ€� â€œThe Silver Graveâ€�.
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Technical Counselor: Cylindersâ€“A Primer 

burns and expands. Instead of al- lowing the combustion process to continuously flow and exhaust freely, the piston engine effectively seals the combustion.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Balancing Act 

gear 4.5 percent to 5.5 percent, the empennage 1.5 percent to 2.5 percent, and additional equipment. 3 percent to ... or 300 lbs of your gear! â–¡ Safety: .... in hand, you can then undertake the familiar exercise ... service life of an aircraft, add
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EAA Technical Counselor: Homebuilt Logbooks 

work. â–¡ Your signature. In addition, the records should contain the following information: â–¡ The total time in service of the airframe, each engine, propeller, or.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Kick the Tires and Light the Fires 

While soap converts grease and oil into a water- soluble fatty acid, detergents attach to the grease and try to pull it off the rubber. This pulling action can lead.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Kick the Tires and Light the Fires 

E-mail your TC success stories to [email protected] with TC as the subject. tend under ... black and shiny. These can actually accelerate the deterioration of the ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Pigeons and Lizards 

Pigeons can walk around a statue for hours with toes that point inward. ... Demonstrate your level of commitment to EAA and the freedom of flight. Upgrade your ...
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE FOR 

The Chairman welcomed the delegates and presented Mr. Harald Herbert with a plaque, thanking him for his many years of unstinting service to the cause of ...
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Technical Counselor: It Won't Shut Down! 

Afellow EAA chapter member called me a few weeks ago. He had a problem with his aircraft engine run- ning after the mixture was selected to .... with fuel, the engine will suck that fuel right out and enrich the mix- ture. This can lead to fouled ...
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EAA Technical Counselor: Safety Wire Wisdom 

were invented by a mechanic many years ago to make the task of installing safety wire easier and more consistent. Prior, one was supposed to do safety wiring ...
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your partner for challenging health products - StaniPharm 

o Cost efficient desolvation of a sensitive solvate form, polymorph screening o Drug impregnation of a porous excipient o Solid dispersion microparticles.
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